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Abstract
Sočan, J. 2020. Enzyme Cold Adaptation through Evolution of Protein Flexibility. Digital
Comprehensive Summaries of Uppsala Dissertations from the Faculty of Science and
Technology 1915. 60 pp. Uppsala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. ISBN 978-91-513-0900-2.

What lives, evolves. Macromolecular catalysis is a process, central to both evolutionary and
metabolic aspect of life, as it provides a systematic bias favouring certain chemical processes.
In living organisms, this bias is crucial for maintenance of constant composition outside of
equilibrium with the environment, and transfer of hereditary information. Biochemical catalysis
is based on facilitating the formation of the least probable state along the reaction pathway and is
achieved by providing a suitable environment for that. High conformational versatility of their
protein scaffold is the main reason why the enzymes perform a predominant part of cellular
catalytic activity.

Cold ecosystems pose a hard evolutionary challenge to the organisms populating them due to
significant enzymatic rate retardation with decreasing temperature. At the same time, selective
pressure for protein thermal stability is generally relieved in those organisms. Compared to
their mesophilic and thermophilic (warm- and heat-active) counterparts, psychrophilic (cold-
active) enzymes typically show a trade-off between activity and stability, with lower melting
temperatures, but more favourably distributed activation parameters. As a decreased activation
enthalpy and a more negative activation entropy enable a lower free energy penalty at low
temperatures, the cold-active enzymes lose significantly less catalytically activity there. Such
redistribution of thermodynamic parameters is generally attributed to the favourable dynamic
patterns associated with a higher flexibility of the less ordered protein regions.

In the present thesis, two different strategies of attaining enzyme psychrophilicity were
explored. In our comparison of aliphatic tripeptide substrates breakdown by cold adapted salmon
pancreatic elastase and its mesophilic ortholog, a significant shift between activation entropy
and enthalpy of around 10 kcal/mol was observed. Notably, the structure of the psychrophilic
elastase was also found to be more flexible at the protein surface. Our calculations have shown
that the mutants of psychrophilic elastase, including certain mesophilic structural features in
the surface loops, adopt significantly less cold-active character. The effect of these features,
however, does not to appear to be simply cumulative.

Our investigation of the orthologous pair of starch-degrading α-amylases revealed the
psychrophilic ortholog originating from Antarctic bacteria only partly relies on redistribution
of activation parameters to achieve favourable rates at low temperature. Curiously, this
enzyme’s activity was found to be deteriorating at the temperatures significantly lower than the
enzyme’s melting temperature. The computational reproduction of the temperature optimum
for cold-active α-amylase enabled us to relate this phenomenon to a deterioration of prominent
substrate stabilizing interaction with increasing temperatures of the environment. We provided
a simple kinetic model incorporating two reactant states in equilibrium, where only the properly
stabilized reactant state is catalytically active.
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Evolution and Catalysis 

Evolution is a property of life.1,2 One of the latest definitions of a living being 
thus requires: “An autonomous system with open-ended evolutionary capaci-
ties.” Here, the autonomy of a living being embraces two metabolic properties, 
the ability to grow and simultaneously maintain constant composition (home-
ostasis)3 far outside of thermodynamic equilibrium with the environment.2 
The open-ended evolutionary capacities refer to the ability of life to reproduce 
and attain virtually unlimited organizational complexity in response to the re-
strictions imposed by the environment.2  

Origins of Evolution 
The initial evolutionary theory, as proposed by Darwin4, explained how spe-
cies change from generation to generation by inheritance of traits that benefit 
their survival. The theory relied almost entirely on natural selection as the 
driving force behind that change. Selection is indeed recognized as the sole 
adaptive subprocess of evolution.5 Darwinian evolution, however, did not 
clarify the mechanism of intergenerational heritability. This phenomenon was 
explored separately by Mendel6 who discovered that individual traits are being 
passed on in a manner involving particular hereditary elements. Later on, in-
corporation of natural selection with rigorous statistical analysis of population 
genetics provided a powerful tool of explaining natural variation of pheno-
types, solidifying the evolutionary theory.7–9 The discovery of a molecular ba-
sis to genetic variation, DNA, lead to the establishment of molecular biology, 
which finally allowed for the mapping of the observed phenotypes to their 
corresponding genotypes at the microscopic level.10,11 This new field provided 
an important insight into nonadaptive evolutionary processes, comprising mu-
tation (including both nucleotide alteration and gene duplication), genetic drift 
and recombination.12 As opposed to natural selection, these processes are en-
tirely stochastic. With the expansion of computational capabilities, both in 
terms of data storage and processing power, analysis of informationally rich 
biological systems became available. Contemporary research in evolutionary 
science embraces massive data analysis on the level of either genotype (ge-
nomics) or phenotype (transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics). In com-
bination with microscopic insights provided by biochemical approaches, 
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evolutionary biochemistry pursues the goal of relating the physical properties 
of biological macromolecules to their evolutionary trajectory.13  

The matter of origin of life on Earth is closely related to understanding the 
origin of evolution. Indeed, the complex evidence on constant change in living 
organisms brought about the question of its origin. A prevalent theory of abi-
ogenetic origin, the Oparin-Haldane hypothesis, proposed the synthesis of in-
creasingly complex building blocks from initially simple molecules through 
iterative processes occurring at the planetary surface.14,15 Due to scarcity of 
paleontological evidence, much of the knowledge on the topic is theoretically 
inferred. Additionally, several attempts to partly reproduce the conditions of 
prebiotic Earth were carried out, either through experiment or simulation, with 
various degrees of success.16–18 All the major unresolved questions on the 
origin of life arguably revolve around chronological precedence of significant 
features, common to virtually all life forms on the planet3,19. These are19:  

• Was life autotrophic at its origin or did this feature evolve later on?  
• Did autonomous metabolism arise before or after replication mecha-

nisms?  
• Was enclosure by a membrane a prerequisite to earliest life form’s 

existence?  

The first question among the three can be tackled with the highest certainty. 
While autotrophy is more complex than catabolism-only based metabolism,19 
there is also an abundance of evidence of energy rich organic compounds 
available in interstellar space20. It is thus most parsimonious to expect that 
autotrophy has evolved.19 Further, it is cumbersome to treat the outstanding 
two controversies separately, as they are too intertwined. Essentially, the 
maintenance of homeostasis outside of equilibrium with the environment re-
quires selective control of reaction kinetics and is much more efficient once 
delimited by a boundary. At the same time, replication only makes evolution-
ary sense if some properties are iteratively passed on as hereditary information 
and requires some kinetically accessible mechanism favouring the replicative 
processes. Both metabolic and replicative aspects of life thus require catalysis. 

As will be discussed later, there are several possible means of how biolog-
ical catalysis can be achieved. Nonetheless, if one tries to explain the origin 
of life, identification of the first catalyst is crucial. The abundance of ribonu-
cleic acids in life’s most central mechanisms (transcription, translation, cell 
energy currency...), as well as the fact that they can act as both a catalyst and 
a record template for replication, hints at emergence of RNA polymers as one 
of the crucial events of the abiogenesis.2,5 The fact that RNA is much more 
conformationally versatile than DNA and an essential part of protein biosyn-
thesis (ribosome, mRNA and tRNA), underlines its role as the first biotic mac-
romolecule. If one then assumes that nucleotide monomers are simple enough 
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to have existed on prebiotic earth,20,21 a plausible explanation needs to be 
found for their polymerisation in the period before early replicative ribo-
zyme22 appeared. Multimerization of RNA is crucial not only as it allows some 
information to be effectively stored in a form of polymeric sequence, but also 
to provide a molecular scaffold with high enough conformational versatility 
to fulfil the roles of various homeostatic modulators. It appears that the re-
quired conditions for polymer assembly could have existed in either hydro-
thermal vents or “warm little ponds”. These sites are prime candidates as they 
involve presence of water as well as temperature conditions oscillating in a 
relatively orderly manner.21 

It is uncertain whether the initial RNA world, the world where RNA poly-
mers with both catalytic and replicative properties were already present, was 
alive or not.5,19 Yet, there is a high likelihood that life originated before peptide 
polymers – proteins – replaced RNA in the major part of its metabolic activi-
ties and DNA became the main bearer of genetic information. This follows 
from the facts that ribosomal genes are universally conserved23 and the genetic 
code, as stored in DNA, is almost universal among all cellular life24. Moreo-
ver, even the lineages of protein encoding genes from either eukaryotes, bac-
teria or archaea all converge to one single common ancestor,25 which must 
have already existed at the time of their onset.  

Locating the event of the earliest membrane enclosed cell on life’s timeline 
is not trivial. Different composition of membranes between archaea and bac-
teria hints at relatively late and separate origin of biogenic membranes. How-
ever, it is highly probable that initial living cells actually existed within mem-
branes they did not themselves synthesize (abiogenic membranes).5 It has 
been demonstrated that amphiphilic lipids can self-organize to a certain de-
gree, forming vesicles. It is hypothesized that under certain conditions, these 
molecular assemblies can perform homeostatic growth and even show some 
evolutionary properties, albeit only on a level of constant composition mainte-
nance.3  

Evolution of Enzymes 
The reason for emergence of proteins besides RNA lies in the benefit of sep-
arating the metabolic and evolutionary tasks in early stages of life. Efficient 
and adaptable metabolism requires highly versatile catalytic activities, which 
is why the enzymes, with a wider availability of spatial configurations, re-
placed ribozymes. In contrast, the macromolecule in the role of an evolution-
ary template needs to be immutable and stable, explaining why RNA special-
ized in this role, only to be later on replaced by DNA.2 The onset of enzymes 
is estimated to have happened up to four billion years ago. The information 
on enzymes from that era can be recovered by employing multiple-sequence 
alignments of their modern descendants. In a process of ancestral sequence 
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reconstruction (ASR), ancient enzymes can be “resurrected”, expressed as re-
combinant proteins. A common property of resurrected enzymes is high ther-
mal stability, indicating higher temperature of the planet’s surface in Precam-
brian Period.26,27 Besides that, comparison of traits found in resurrected an-
cient enzymes to their modern descendants reveals a more generalist nature in 
the former, reflected in higher substrate promiscuity, broader activity optima 
and also higher chance of developing new functionalities.26–28 Nonetheless, 
this does not imply generalist enzymes are not present anymore nowadays,29 
as generalism itself is a beneficial trait when it comes to adaptability to change 
in the environment. The evidence for constant evolution of the enzymes can 
be found in functional diversity of particular enzyme superfamilies, which as-
sociate enzymes based on their structure and presumable common origin. 
Such degree of diversity essentially reveals the enzymes originating from a 
single common ancestor gene evolved to catalyze completely different chem-
ical reactions.29,30 A particularly important mechanism in enzyme evolution is 
gene duplication (see Figure 1). Once a gene is duplicated, the selective pres-
sure on each copy is released, which can lead to either acquisition of a new 
functionality in one of the copies (neofunctionalization) or separation of ex-
isting functionalities between two copies (subfunctionalization). Both events 
increase the chance of speciation (separation of population into distinct spe-
cies), in turn resulting in even further diversification.5 
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Figure 1. Possible outcomes of gene duplication event. The original gene comprises 
two regulatory regions (blue), and a catalytically active region with two dissimilar 
activities (shades of dark green), catalyzed by the active site in the same domain. In 
a) scenario, one member of the pair is subjected to significantly more detrimental 
random mutations than the other, initially reflected in complete loss of one regula-
tory region and both diminishment (light green) and loss of either catalytic activities. 
As the other copy remains intact, this gene is not subjected to significant purifying 
selection and losses its function by gradually acquiring degenerative mutations. In 
scenario b) the activity in one member of a duplicate pair is initially diminished due 
to substantial relief of purifying pressure. However, the same conditions facilitate 
the successful introduction of beneficial mutations giving rise to a novel enzymatic 
function. Positive selective pressure ensures the fixation of a neofunctionalized 
gene, while the other member of the pair retains all the initial functions. In scenario 
c) each member of the pair retains a part of the ancestral traits due to the lack of pu-
rifying selection. Thus, both copies become essential for general gene function, with 
a more specialized activity in each member of the pair. Figure is based on Duplica-
tion-Degeneration-Complementation31 model. 

One interesting property of the resurrected enzymes is high catalytic activity, 
often found at levels indiscernible from their modern counterparts.26,27 This 
property may to some extent be a consequence of sampling bias, but it may 
also be argued that the early enzymes emerging with some significant catalytic 
activity were subjected to rather simple and straightforward selective pressure 
compared to their modern counterparts29. Furthermore, statistical analysis of 
catalytic efficiencies shows only a small fraction of extant enzymes really are 
evolved to catalytic perfection32, only being limited by diffusion rates of the 
substrate to the active site. As a rule, such enzymes demonstrate high substrate 
specificity, as the level of optimization, resulting from a profound selective 
pressure on catalytic activity, requires highly productive interactions with the 
substrate.33 An average enzyme, in contrast, is not exposed to a single, but to 
a whole range of less prominent structural, regulatory or physiological con-
straints.13,33 In some enzymes, too high catalytic activity may even be 
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detrimental to overall fitness of the organism. It is thus not trivial to elucidate 
the sole selective pressure exerted on some enzyme’s catalytic performance.  

Catalytic Strategy of Enzymes 
The most insightful way of evaluating catalytic activity of enzymes is com-
paring the reaction kinetics of the catalyzed reaction to its water solution 
equivalent in absence of the catalyst. Rigorous experimental measurements of 
non-catalyzed rates provided a coarse enzyme acceleration estimate at on av-
erage 10 orders of magnitude.34 The acceleration is even higher if the reaction 
mechanism is taken into account, as the mechanism employed in the enzyme 
doesn’t necessarily match the fastest occurring mechanism for the same reac-
tion in water solution. Notably, as enzymatic rates gathered from database 
BRENDA were scrutinized, only a very weak correlation between the fastest 
catalyzed and non-catalyzed reaction rate was found, hinting that diffusion 
limit may be the only actual upper boundary of enzyme catalysis in the major-
ity of cases.33  

From a biochemical viewpoint, the versatile catalytic effect of the enzymes 
comes from a vast conformational space available to the peptide polymer, of-
ten accompanied with cofactors (metal ions, organic compounds), forming the 
active site. The active site of the enzyme is central to the catalysis, and thus 
highly conserved in comparison to other parts of the structure. It must first 
provide an environment with significantly high binding affinity for a given 
substrate and then also increase the likelihood of chemical transformation of 
that substrate by lowering the activation free energy barrier of the correspond-
ing chemical reaction, .35  
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Figure 2. Two limiting case strategies of achieving the catalytic activity in enzymes, 
presented on a simple reaction case with two ground states, reactant (blue) and prod-
uct (red). Ground state free energies are presented as diabatic bases (see more in 
chapter Statistical Thermodynamics and EVB). A) In this case, dipoles in the en-
zyme active site are preorganized in such way to facilitate the formation of the tran-
sition state. Here, the catalytic effect comes from reduction of reorganization energy 
between the ground states ( ). This strategy is common when free energy difference 
between the ground states is low. B) This case is an example of catalytic effect com-
ing from substantial stabilization of a product state, which results in reduction of 
both activation and reaction free energy. This strategy is applicable to cases, where a 
free energy difference between the ground states is high. As enzymes don’t change 
the equilibrium constant between the reactants and the products, such a strategy can 
be utilized to stabilize a high-energy intermediate state in reactions with multiple 
steps. (This depiction is based on Ref. 36). 

A major contribution to the enzyme’s catalytic effect can be attributed to tran-
sition state stabilization, that is, stabilization of the least probable configura-
tion on the reaction path. The stabilization of the transition state was found to 
be predominantly electrostatic,36,37 as electrostatics can provide relatively 
strong attractive (or repulsive) forces between interacting fragments at the 
atomic level. Most commonly, the active site is arranged in an exact way re-
quired to accommodate the developing dipoles of the catalyzed reaction.36,38 
The stabilized transition state is thus more attainable than it would be in an 
exclusively solvent environment but, importantly, also favoured over ground 
states of the reaction by preorganization of the active site. The transition state 
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stabilizing effect can be straightforward as in the case of oxyanion hole in 
trypsine-like proteases (see Figure 2B), where a developing negative charge 
is directly accommodated by positive dipoles.36,39 On the other hand, preor-
ganization can be realized in a more subtle way, providing an environment 
which facilitates the progress of the catalyzed reaction by lowering the actual 
reorganization required to attain the transition state (for example in Ref. 40; 
see also Figure 2A), which we found indeed to be the case with α-amylase 
catalysis. More generally, enzymes can provide various features that, besides 
electrostatics, affect the progress of the reaction. The key requirement for suc-
cessful catalysis is providing the environment, where the transition state is 
favourized.36 

Cold Adaptation of Enzymes 
Though we can be highly certain that life on Earth initiated in a relatively hot 
environment, it had to withstand extensive periods of “Snowball Earth”, where 
average surface temperatures plummeted to -50 oC5,41. These periods are be-
lieved to have played an important role in the development of early animals, 
and the adaptation to low temperature was crucial to securing the existence of 
organisms inhabiting relatively restricted locations with sufficient heat, at 
least -20 oC.41 Even nowadays, a major part of the planet is still represented 
by cold environments, where a sizable proportion of existing biomass and bi-
odiversity can be found. Among the toughest challenges psychrophilic (cold 
adapted) organisms need to overcome on the cellular level are related to 
change in physico-chemical properties, specifically, high viscosity of water 
and lipid membranes, formation of ice crystals and general retardation of met-
abolic rates due to temperature dependence of enzyme kinetics.42  
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Table 1. Comparison of activation parameters for different systems addressed in this 
publication. The orthologous pair SPE (psychrophilic salmon pancreatic elastase) 
and PPE (mesophilic porcine pancreatic elastase) was studied in Paper I. In addition, 
two cross-mutated systems from Paper II (SPEmut/PPEmut) with the most dramatic 
change in activation parameters, compared to the wild-type, are presented here. Cal-
culations in Paper III have shown that temperature dependence of activity in α-amyl-
ase orthologs AHA (psychrophilic α-amylase from Pseudoalteromonas haloplank-
tis) and PPA (mesophilic porcine pancreatic α-amylase) also correspond to the typi-
cal psychrophilic-mesophilic pattern. However, abnormal temperature optimum in 
AHA may indicate the redistribution of parameters explains only a part of enzyme’s 
cold adaptation.  

 

A seminal study on cold adaptation of enzymes discovered that psychrophilic 
orthologs of lactate dehydrogenase lose significantly less activity at low tem-
peratures than their mesophilic counterparts. This finding exposed the distri-
bution of activation parameters, activation entropy and activation enthalpy, as 
the main explanation.43 The strategy of cold adaptation of enzymatic rates is 
thus to redistribute a proportion of the free energy penalty among its constit-
uent parameters ( , that is, from temperature independ-
ent enthalpic, , to temperature dependent entropic part, (see Table 
1). It should, however, be emphasized that at low temperatures the catalytic 
rates are negatively affected by positive enthalpy of activation and that the 
redistribution towards activation entropy actually prevents the exponential 
temperature-dependent decay (see Figure 3). Several pairwise comparisons of 
orthologs adapted to different temperature optima have been carried out so far. 
The measured redistribution of activation parameters between psychrophilic 
and mesophilic orthologs usually amounts to a few kcal/mol at the room tem-
perature, reaching up to ~10 kcal/mol in cases of xylanase44, endonuclease I45, 
alcohol dehydrogenase46, trypsin47,48 and pancreatic elastase (see Table 1 and 
Paper I).
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Figure 3. The impact of activation parameter distribution on the temperature de-
pendence of catalytic rates. Three enzymes with similar activity at the room temper-
ature are presented ( = 16 kcal/mol). Rate decline at lower temperatures is much 
less pronounced in the psychrophilic enzyme with of 4 kcal/mol and 

of -12 kcal/mol than in mesophile ( = 10 kcal/mol, = -6 
kcal/mol) or thermophile ( = 20 kcal/mol, = 4 kcal/mol).

Decreased activation enthalpy has indeed been found to be correlated with 
lower thermal stability as well as higher flexibility of cold-active enzymes.49–

51 The increase in flexibility was initially hypothesized to be located in the 
active site, however, this hypothesis conflicts with the fact that active sites are 
mostly highly conserved and essentially indistinguishable in typical homolo-
gous pair with sequence identity above 30 %.52 An early computational study 
carried out on three citrate synthase orthologs with different temperature op-
tima, measuring positional fluctuations of the active site residues, concluded 
that these residues show very similar mobility. Rather than at the active site, 
the flexibility was indicated to increase in the regions nearer to the protein 
surface.53 Similar findings were reported by computational studies of tryp-
sin48,54, triosephosphate isomerase55 and pancreatic elastase orthologs (see Pa-
pers I and II; Figure 4). In the case of cold-active trypsin, a link has been 
established between the activation enthalpy decrease and the reduction in an 
internal energy of interactions in the active site surrounding.48 Additionally, 
increased surface flexibility of the psychrophilic enzymes was indicated ex-
perimentally, using fluorescence quenching and proteolytic nicking ap-
proaches.51 
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Structurally, various features were reported to affect surface flexibility 
(also termed surface softness) of the psychrophilic enzymes. There seems to 
be no single, universally present feature; however, the adaptive patterns com-
monly involve breaking of the stabilizing interactions in surface loops, such 
as hydrogen-bond networks, salt and disulphide bridges. Surface flexibility 
can be magnified by increasing the solvent-exposed area of the enzyme, as 
well. This could be achieved by the reduction of protein core hydrophobicity 
or the addition of either strongly hydrophobic or hydrophilic amino acid resi-
dues at the protein-solvent interface.51 Clearly, the structural changes that con-
fer the increase in surface softness usually tend to negatively impact protein 
stability, therefore linking cold activity and lower melting temperatures ob-
served in psychrophilic enzymes.51,52  

Intriguingly, the exact evolutionary connection between thermal stability, 
loop flexibility and cold activity has still not been clarified. An early muta-
tional study on psychrophilic alpha amylase from Pseudoalteromonas halo-
planktis showed that insertion of stabilizing features from a mesophilic 
ortholog confers a mesophilic-like breakdown of activation parameters, how-
ever, the mutant enzymes’ stability did not improve and the temperature opti-
mum of catalytic activity remained the same.56 Recent detailed in silico muta-
tional studies48 (see also Paper II) have shown that the impact of cross-muta-
tions between psychrophilic and mesophilic trypsins and elastases can vary 
from negligible to complete reversal of temperature adapted properties, even 
though the mutations always aimed at adding stabilizing interactions in psy-
chrophile and vice versa. Furthermore, several studies using directed evolu-
tion, among other methods, reported finding mutants of cold-active enzymes 
which both improved cold activity and thermal stability.57 Seemingly, the loss 
of thermal stability does not necessarily confer an activity gain at lower tem-
peratures. A high correlation between both properties can be explained by in-
itially lowered selective pressure on thermal stability exerted on proteins in 
colder environments.58 Ensuing neutral mutations accumulate through gener-
ations resulting in a loss of stabilizing interactions and a general increase of 
surface flexibility. In some cases, so acquired loop flexibility is reflected in 
beneficial activation parameters shift, thus allowing the species to endure 
harsher conditions and populate increasingly colder environments.  
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Figure 4. Structural comparison of A) porcine (PPE) and B) salmon (SPE) pancre-
atic elastase. On the left-hand side of the figure, a ribbon representation of the en-
zyme is shown with the tripeptide substrate depicted with a ball-and-stick model. A 
structurally important calcium ion is shown as a grey sphere. On the right-hand side 
of the figure, root mean square fluctuations of the backbone (RMSF) are mapped to 
the corresponding part of the protein structure. As indicated by the thicker red por-
tions of the backbone representation, the SPE is significantly more flexible in the 
surface loop regions. The models of the two enzymes are based on PDB entries 
1ELT59 (SPE) and 3HGP60 (PPE). 

Finally, it should also be noted that the vast majority of the present day en-
zymes is only subjected to relatively mild selective pressures, both in terms of 
catalytic activity33 and stability13,58. Thus, proper application of selective pres-
sure through directed evolution can potentially provide a powerful tool for 
optimizing existing as well as creating novel biocatalytic properties.61,62 
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Chemical Reaction as a Computational Model 

Chemistry as “a science that deals with the composition and properties of sub-
stances...”63 describes the material nature at the atomic level, by considering 
atoms, consisting of a dense nucleus and a surrounding electronic cloud, as 
the basic component of matter. This approximation is particularly useful to 
describe the properties of material world typically accessible to human beings. 
One of the main interests of chemical study is the change in composition of 
the matter, following as a result of an interconversion of chemical species dur-
ing a process of chemical reaction64. In its most basic form a chemical reaction 
can be formulated with an equation  
 
  (1) 

 
where reactant A is transformed into product B. The progress of a chemical 
reaction is followed against the reaction coordinate, which is expressed in 
terms of changing properties during the transition from A to B. These can 
typically be distances between atoms that associate or dissociate, however, a 
more rigorous description can be applied, treating the reaction coordinate as a 
cumulative sum of all energetic changes occurring as the system moves from 
state A to B.65 This construct is indeed useful to describe reaction thermody-
namics, where a certain thermodynamic variable would be followed from a 
ground state A, the reactant state, to a ground state B, the product state. Most 
commonly, the thermodynamic potential of choice to describe the chemical 
reaction is free energy,  (also Gibbs' free enthalpy). This is because it gives 
a very good description of how probable it is to find the macroscopic system 
at any point of the reaction coordinate, if the reaction is to take place at con-
stant temperature and pressure conditions. The relationship between chemical 
equilibrium and reaction free energy in standard state is the following  
 
  (2) 

where R is universal gas constant, T temperature, the standard state free 
energy difference and  the equilibrium constant between reactants and prod-
ucts. Most commonly, equilibrium constants are reported for ground states, 
reactants and products, as they reflect the final ratio between their correspond-
ing concentrations or pressures at the point where reaction is in equilibrium. 
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Analogously, all other macroscopic states along the reaction coordinate are in 
constant concentration ratios with the ground states in equilibrium. The rela-
tionship between  and probability can be shown by taking Boltzmann's factor 
for a single microscopic state j, where the probability of system being in state 
j, , is proportional to the energy of the microscopic state j,   
 
 

 
(3) 

 
This can be expanded to describe macroscopic states of the matter, as to in-
clude different states along the reaction coordinate, by using free energy po-
tential. The probability of a thermodynamic system to be in one such macro-
scopic state, , can, by analogy to Eq.3, be expressed as  
 
 

 
(4) 

 
Absolute free energies of macroscopic states are rarely exactly known, but as 
one is usually interested in the probability ratio between two states in equilib-
rium (how many times more probable one state is to another), two ground 
states, A and B from Eq. 1, can be compared by incorporating the linear rela-
tionship from Eq. 4  
 
 

 
(5) 

 
Now, if we assume standard conditions and report from above equation 
per mole of matter, the probability ratio between ground states  can be ex-

pressed as , which equals equilibrium constant  from Eq. 2.  
The relationship explained above clearly shows the usefulness of reaction 

free energy profile determination. In particular, one can employ this same 
thinking to derive the probability of the transition state, which is exactly the 
least probable macroscopic state the chemical reaction undergoes along the 
reaction coordinate. In equilibrium thus exists the constant , which can be 
compared to the ground states in order to obtain the activation barrier, . In 
the reaction above, the transition state can be described as an additional mac-
roscopic state between states A and B 
  
  (6) 
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In this setting, the transition state T is represented by an activated complex. 
The equilibrium for the activated complex with respect to reactant state A can 
thus be written  
 
 

 
(7) 

 
It should be noted that in above equation, standard concentrations  are pre-
sented, even though they effectively cancel out. The cancelation of standard 
concentrations in the equilibrium ratio expression ensues only in case of uni-
molecular reaction, but not when the reaction proceeds from more than one 
reactant species.  

With knowledge of how probable the transition state is with respect to a 
ground state, one can estimate the rate at which the reaction is going to occur. 
For that, a time-dependent term, frequency , needs to be added to , de-
termining how often the transition state is crossed once it is achieved. This can 
be precisely expressed by the reaction rate, , describing how fast the con-
centration of products is increasing  
 
 

 
(8) 

 
Since the reaction rate can also be expressed with regard to reactant concen-
tration, using a rate constant ,  
 
 

 
(9) 

one may attempt to derive the meaning of the rate constant in terms of free 
energy. This can be done by first combining the previous two equations and 
expressing  as 
 
 

 
(10) 

 
The above equation reveals the rate constant of the chemical reaction is related 
to activation free energy, , which is the free energy difference between 
transition and reactant state. 

The frequency  is then evaluated under assumption the transition state 
must be crossed in one particular dimension. The translation contribution to 
transition state's partition function in that direction is utilised here to obtain 
the expression corresponding to velocity of the activation complex, which in 
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turn can be evaluated with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.66 Finally,  
can be expressed as 
 
 

 
(11) 

 
This yields the Eyring equation67 connecting the kinetic rate constant to the 
activation free energy.  
 
 

 
(12) 

 
Here,  denotes a transmission coefficient, accounting for discrepancies caus-
ing an overestimation of the rate constant. It includes various effect not ac-
counted for in the classical derivation of the Eyring equation, such as transi-
tion state recrossings, dynamical effects and some quantum effects (e.g. tun-
nelling).68 Furthermore, it is interesting to compare the Eq. 12 to similar Ar-
rhenius equation, where kinetic rate constant is expressed in terms of the 
activation energy, , instead of free energy  
 
  (13) 

 
For comparison, it is useful to split the free energy in Eq. 12, following the 
thermodynamic relation . This way, we obtain the expression for 
separate activation parameters, activation enthalpy , and activation en-
tropy  
 
 

 
(14) 

 
The relationship in Eq. 13 is useful for activation parameter determination, 
particularly when heat capacity changes are negligible and  can be as-
sumed to be temperature-independent. Additionally, it turns out that  can 
be expressed with  such that  
 
  (15) 

 
Finally, the preexponential factor of Eq. 13 can be shown to include the en-
tropic contribution to activation free energy with the following equation (for 
unimolecular reactions)  
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(16) 

Enzyme Kinetics 
Enzyme kinetics is predominantly concerned with explaining how chemical 
reactions proceed from various nonequilibrium conditions, as enzymes lower 
the free energy barriers between reactant and product state, rendering the tran-
sition more probable. A model commonly used here is Michaelis-Menten ki-
netics69, where the enzyme ( ) is assumed to bind the substrate ( ), forming 
an enzyme-substrate complex ( ). This complex becomes the reactant in a 
unimolecular reaction transforming the substrate into a product ( ), which is 
in turn released from the enzyme. The schematic representation of Michaelis-
Menten kinetics, with corresponding kinetic rate constants, is as follows  
 
  (17) 

 
In the equation above,  and  represent kinetic rate constants in forward, 

 and  in backward direction with respect to reaction coordinate. 
Furthermore, an assumption of steady-state is made, which postulates con-

stant  concentration70. Steady-state conditions exist when the concentration 
of a substrate is sufficiently high, so that the enzyme is saturated with it. At 
the same time, the product concentration must be negligible. In practice, these 
are the quasi-equilibrium conditions under which most of the enzyme kinetics 
measurements are made. Additionally, the Michaelis-Menten model assumes 
the  to be negligibly small, which is the case when the product concentra-
tion is low. Under such conditions, two constants are introduced,  and . 
These are central to the model and can be described as 
 
 

 

 

(18) 

  
 

 (19) 

 
The Michaelis-Menten constant  is thus a ratio between rate constants de-
termining  complex breakdown and formation when the product concentra-
tion is low. For very low  rate constants,  approaches the apparent dis-
sociation constant of enzyme-substrate complex71. Thermodynamically, the 
constant can be expressed as  
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(20) 

 
Here, the activation barriers describe the difference in free energy be-
tween the reactant and the least probable state along the reaction coordinates 
of corresponding rate constants , while  is the standard concentration.  

In the simplest case of a catalyzed reaction (Eq. 17), the catalytic rate con-
stant is assumed to be equal to a rate constant . The expression for  
in equilibrium between  and some , indicating the least accessible state 
along a catalyzed reaction coordinate, is the following (here,  is at unity and 
omitted)  
 
 

 
(21) 

 
Nonetheless, this description does not account for the rate constant  con-
tribution to  in reversible reactions, acting in the opposite direction to . 
In fact, the Michaelis-Menten model was derived for irreversible reactions, 
where  is assumed to be zero. Still, the model provides an adequate de-
scription even for reversibly catalyzed reactions under conditions where 

 (  is the total substrate concentration)72 and when the 
product concentration is negligible73. Therefore, the approximation is good 
enough to establish a relationship between and the activation free energy 
of a catalyzed reaction  
 
 

 
(22) 

 
It should be acknowledged that  calculated from the catalytic rate constant 
does not always denote the difference between single minimum and maximum 
in a free energy profile, but can span over several reaction steps in more com-
plex reaction mechanisms.  

The Michaelis-Menten steady-state model is useful for an enzyme catalytic 
efficiency evaluation from the expression . This quantity is in fact the sec-
ond order kinetic rate constant connecting an actual product turnover rate (also 
velocity)  to the initial substrate ( ) and enzyme ( ) concentra-
tions  
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(23) 

 
The above equation holds when  is significantly lower than , which is 
usually true under physiological conditions.  As the value of  approaches 

 the enzyme's turnover rate becomes limited by diffusion of the 
substrate into the active site. Such enzymes are said to have achieved catalytic 
perfection.32 

Molecular Mechanics 
The molecular mechanics (MM) formalism is a description of matter on the 
atomic level, where interactions between atoms are described classically. As 
opposed to the quantum mechanical (QM) formalism, the assumption here is 
that electrons usually conform to any motion of nuclei instantaneously66. 
Thus, MM concentrates on description of molecules as covalently bound as-
semblies of atoms. Bonds between the atoms and their corresponding bond 
orders are fixed and the covalently bonded interactions are represented as fol-
lows  
 
 

 

(24) 

 
The bonded terms of the potential  are described for each feature repre-
senting interactions between covalently bound atoms (bond, angle, proper and 
improper torsion) in the system. For bonds, angles and improper torsions the 
contribution to the potential is calculated by taking the square of a difference 
between some actual value  and a reference equilibrium value , and then 
multiplying it with the corresponding force constant . Proper torsions of 
some dihedral angle  are calculated differently due to periodicity. There, the 
potential maxima are defined by the ratio between a multiplicity  and a phase 
shift . Finally, the bonded potential is summed over all contributions. 
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Furthermore, the atoms outside the covalent neighbourhood (more than 3 
covalent bonds apart) to one another are allowed to mutually interact electro-
statically (Coulomb potential) and by attractive or repulsive van der Waals 
forces (Lennard-Jones potential). The Coulomb contribution to the potential 

 for a pairwise interaction between atoms  and  are calculated from their 
corresponding partial charges and , interacting at radius , and Coulomb 
constant . The Lennard-Jones contribution is defined separately for repul-
sive and attractive part, by two pairwise constants  and , respectively. 
 
  

 

(25) 

  
 
Together, the potential energy description in this format is termed “force 
field”. A force field is in principle a large set of parameters describing atoms 
involved in different molecular arrangements, characterized as “atom types”. 
These parameters are obtained based on quantum mechanical calculations of 
smaller molecules as well as spectroscopic analysis thereof (infrared, X-ray 
measurements) and then refined to reproduce properties obtained by more 
complex experiments, such as NMR, free energies of solvation, vaporization 
etc. 74,75 

In its simplest form, the MM potential can be used to calculate the energet-
ically most favourable conformation of some simple chemical system. This 
approach is, however, not feasible for larger systems with many local minima. 
In cases with a more roughly shaped potential surface, the Monte Carlo 
method76 is more appropriate. In a Monte Carlo calculation, the MM described 
model is also allowed to move against the gradient of potential energy with 
certain probability, effectively sampling the potential energy. Alternatively, 
the potential energy surface can be sampled by using the molecular dynamics 
approach (MD)77, where simulated system is at a given temperature (or a given 
total energy) and let to evolve in time. Here, the simulated atoms are initially 
assigned velocities based on the desired temperature of the system. Then, the 
forces acting on atoms are calculated from the MM potential and used in turn 
to reposition the atoms accordingly. This procedure is repeated iteratively, af-
ter each fixed time lapse (time step)78. 

Molecular dynamics simulations can be utilized to access the dynamic be-
haviour of complex systems and are thus ideal for molecular studies in com-
putational biology. MD can also be used in macromolecular structure refine-
ment, where the MM formalism is usually complemented with some experi-
mentally derived restraints.79–81 MD is predominantly applied to problems, 
where extensive conformational sampling is required. Ideally, such an 
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approach would utilize sufficiently long simulation development to visit all 
significant conformations available throughout the system’s phase space. This 
way, the ergodicity criterion would be reached, making the thermodynamic 
properties of a system directly determinable by averaging over all sampled 
conformations. In practice, there are some serious obstacles to such an ap-
proach, mainly related to vast computational effort required. 

The inaccuracy of force field descriptions82 can have a significant impact 
on the results of MM-based simulations. Sampling in parallel and closer to the 
initial structure of the model can, to some extent, amend that. Polarizable MM 
force fields83–85 may, upon development into a more generalized form, be able 
to improve the overall accuracy by decoupling the location of nucleus and 
electron density of an atom.  

Statistical Thermodynamics and EVB 
The main incentive for MD conformational sampling employment is estab-
lishing a link between a microscopic model of a studied system (for example 
chemical reaction, phase transition...) and its macroscopic properties. The the-
oretical basis for this lies in statistical thermodynamics, which provides a use-
ful description in an ensemble format. The ensemble is a construction, describ-
ing all accessible microscopic states of a system by assigning them a certain 
probability according to the Boltzmann distribution.  

Ensembles are defined to be in equilibrium under certain conditions. As an 
example, the isobaric-isothermal ensemble, NPT, is represented by a fixed 
number of particles at constant pressure and in contact with a thermal bath 
providing constant temperature. As such, this ensemble is a very practical 
model for chemical reactions occurring under standard conditions. Moreover, 
each ensemble is ultimately connected to its corresponding partition function, 
a sum of probability terms for all microscopic state ensemble members (see 
Eq. 3). The partition function, characteristic for NPT ensemble can be written 
as66,86  
 
 

 
(26) 

 
Partition function  is a sum over all volumes a system of N particles 
exposed to constant pressure P can access at constant temperature T. Each 
term in that sum includes a weighing factor dependent on pressure and volume 

of a system  and a sum over all internal energies of the microscopic 
states accessible to the system at that volume. The temperature of the system 
here is a constant. Due to low compressibility of fluids, reactions in solutions 
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can usually be represented accurately enough at constant volume, which al-
lows for use of a less complex canonical ensemble at constant volume, with 
partition function , which is indeed a simplified form of  
at constant volume 
 
 

 
(27) 

 
Once the partition function for a system described by some ensemble is 
known, the probability of the system being in any of the accessible micro-
scopic states can be calculated. As a consequence of that, average properties 
of the system described by the ensemble can be determined 
 
 

 

(28) 

 
Here,  brackets denote the average value of some assignable property  
over the entire canonical ensemble. The average can be obtained by summing 
over all microscopic states, the product of a probability of the system being in 
a microscopic state  with a corresponding value . 

In practice, state variables, such as N, V, T, can be kept constant during an 
MD simulation to provide required ensemble conditions. The simulation then 
needs to sample the phase space of a system to the degree that a sum of Boltz-
mann factors for visited microscopic states approaches the actual partition 
function. Usually, sufficient accuracy is acquired by visiting most of the 
highly probable conformations with lower energies, as the higher energy con-
formation contributions are substantially lower.  

Another very useful property of an ensemble, derivable directly from the 
corresponding partition function, is the characteristic state function87. The re-
lationship between the characteristic state function (  and the partition 
function of some ensemble (  can generally be written as  
 
  (29) 

 
Theoretically this implies that the characteristic state function could be calcu-
lated for any given system, where the corresponding ensemble is known. In 
practice, however, this relationship is more often used to describe the differ-
ence in the particular state function between two ensembles. This can be con-
veniently shown with the a canonical ensemble, where the characteristic state 
function is , Helmholtz free energy88 
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(30) 

 
Now, if the partition function  is expressed for a system of N dis-
tinguishable particles with classical behaviour,89,90 the energy of each micro-
scopic state  can be expressed in the Hamiltonian form ( ), separately for 
kinetic and potential energy contribution 
 
 

 
(31) 

 
It can be shown that the momentum-dependent (  kinetic energy contribu-
tion to the partition function depends only on the mass of particles and tem-
perature. Furthermore, this contribution exactly describes the behaviour of an 
ideal gas, where the particles do not interact ( , and can be fully de-
scribed by the thermal de Broglie wavelength . The remaining part of the 
partition function, depending solely on the configuration of the particles ( ), 
can then be expressed with a configuration integral,  
 
 

 

(32) 

   
 
The integral  contains all non-ideal information of the partition 
function91 and can therefore be used to obtain the free energy difference be-
tween two classically described ensembles with the same composition, but 
different potentials , . Similarly to Eq. 30, the difference can be expressed 
as 
 
 

 

 

 

(33) 
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Again, in solvated systems, the assumption can be made that  obtained in 
Eq. 33 is a good enough estimate of . 

The MD procedure of obtaining the free energy difference between two 
systems by sampling only one of the ensembles is free energy perturbation 
(FEP) method in its simplest form. It is practically applicable only when  
and  potentials are relatively similar one to another. When this is not so, 
prohibitively large amounts of sampling would be required to obtain mean-
ingful results, as MD sampling on only potential  would need to visit even 
the highly improbable microscopic states, common only to ensemble de-
scribed by potential . To overcome this, FEP protocols have been developed 
introducing intermediate potentials. These can be a mixture of both endpoint 
potentials, utilized to access transition states of the reaction, as is the case with 
EVB (empirical valence bond)92,93, but can also be entirely non-reflective of 
any naturally occurring species, when only the free energy difference between 
states represented by endpoint potentials needs to be calculated94–96. 

In the EVB chemical reaction model, the ground state potential  is de-
fined as a mixture of two or more diabatic bases, also called valence bond 
structures. Each of these structures represents a minimum along the reaction 
coordinate. In the simplest EVB model, involving two ground states, the ex-
pression for  (Eq. 34; see Figure 5) is obtained as the lowest-energy solution 
of the algebraic equation , where H is the EVB Hamiltonian ma-
trix and  the weight defining eigenvector. 

 
 

 
(34) 

 
Here,  and  are the pure diabatic bases, describing the reactant and the 
product of a simple a two-state reaction. They are described with some MM 
force field potentials,  and , based on terms described in equations 24 & 
25, with some modifications (i.e. forming and breaking bonds are described 
by Morse potentials). The diabatic bases are separated by  energy differ-
ence, also called the gas-phase correction. This term matches the gas-phase 
difference in enthalpy of formation between the potentials  and . The 
term  is the EVB resonance integral, an off-diagonal element of the ma-
trix , defining mixing of the diabatic bases. Principally, the parameters  
and  are found by calibration, based on the free energy profile of some 
known reference reaction. The origin of fitted information is either an experi-
mental measurement or a QM cluster model. The same EVB calibration can 
be applied to reactions in distinct surroundings, as long as the reactive func-
tional groups remain described by the same force field terms. 
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Figure 5. The EVB ground state potential (dotted line) and its components. Term 

 represents the diabatic base potential for reactant state ( ), while term  rep-
resents the diabatic base potential for product state ( , corrected for gas-phase 
shift, . The EVB resonance integral determines the magnitude of mixing between 
diabatic bases. It should be noted that this figure depicts the potential energy along 
the reaction coordinate, in contrast with Figure 2, where free energies are presented.  

To ensure relevant sampling of the conformation space, a perturbation is cre-
ated over intermediate potentials, defined as a linear combination between di-
abatic base potentials  and , multiplied by a factor , , such 
that 
 
  (35) 

 
where is termed the mapping potential. At some sampling window , cor-
responding to , the free energy difference of mapping potential compared to 
ground state at , can be expressed as  
 
 

 
(36) 

 
The free energy potential constructed in this manner enables the less probable 
states to be sampled frequently enough. An actual reaction free energy profile 
is then calculated along some reaction coordinate , obtained as the energy 
difference between potentials  for a certain sampling conformation 
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( ). The reaction coordinate thus defined is split into intervals 
. Sampled conformations are then split among intervals accordingly.  
The free energy difference  at some reaction coordinate  is calculated 

(Eq.37) as a weighted average over all contributing sampling windows (con-
tribution weight  is defined so, that ). The free energy difference 
of a single sampling window, , is the free energy difference of mapping 
potential at that window ( , corrected for contribution of  sampled 
on the mapping potential  at the reaction coordinate  
 
 

 

 

(37) 

Quantum Chemical Calculations 
Quantum mechanical (QM) approaches in computational chemistry, as they 
will be briefly addressed in this publication, mainly aim to calculate with high 
accuracy the energy of a system composed of electrons and atomic nuclei. 
Here again, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation97 can be considered, how-
ever, with different consequences. Since the motion of atomic nuclei is con-
siderably slower compared to electronic motion, the total energy of some ex-
act chemical species conformation, as described by the time-dependent Schrö-
dinger equation, can be approximated by neglecting nuclei motion and only 
describe them as a fixed potential well acting on electrons. A typical quantum 
chemical computation thus uses some configuration of atomic nuclei, infor-
mation about the total charge of a system and electron multiplicity, to estimate 
the system's electronic energy.  

The most basic computational QM approach in chemistry is Hartree-Fock 
method98,99. This method is based on the variational principle, which relies on 
the fact that any approximate wave function describing the quantum system 
necessarily yields a higher ground state energy than the one which would an-
alytically solve the Schrödinger equation for that system. Starting from some 
guess function relating the behaviour of electrons of some system to the en-
ergy of that system, one can thus try to alter that function in such a way that 
the electronic energy estimate would be lower. Any such function is guaran-
teed to provide a better, more optimal description100. This method, however, 
treats each electron individually, based on their statistically averaged distribu-
tion. As a consequence of that, it is not able to address instantaneous interac-
tions between electrons (the main phenomenon underlying electron 
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correlation), which become particularly problematic in estimating dissociation 
energies. Besides that, the Hartree-Fock method in its original form is too 
computationally complex to address systems with a larger number of atoms.  

Density functional theory (DFT) is a computational method that reflects 
Hartree-Fock but is computationally less complex. This is mainly achieved by 
using electron density to describe the behaviour of electrons in a system, in-
stead of wave functions. The theoretical foundation of DFT are two theorems, 
which essentially show that the electronic energy of some system can be ob-
tained from electron density via some functional, as well as that such a func-
tional can be subjected to optimization via the variational principle.101 The 
energy functional in DFT is composed of four main contributions, described 
in terms of electron density of electronic orbitals, accounting for102:  

a) individual kinetic energies of electrons, assumed not to interact with 
one another  

b) nuclear-electron interaction energies  
c) electron-electron repulsion  
d) correction accounting for exchange-correlation energies, which actu-

ally arise due to the assumption of electron non-interaction in a).  

Since the term d) accounting for exchange-correlation interaction between 
electrons cannot be analytically determined for complex multi-atom systems, 
it is empirically approximated. This has been successfully implemented 
through several different approaches, yielding distinct DFT functionals.  

Quantum chemical computations rely on basis sets. These are actually as-
semblies of various wave functions, also called basis functions, which formu-
late atomic orbitals. When a quantum calculation is initiated, these functions 
provide an initial guess (“Ansatz”), which is then optimized according to the 
variational principle. Generally, basis sets are compared by their size, which 
affects both the complexity of the underlying calculations and the accuracy of 
the results. The size of some basis set depends on how many basis functions, 
used to describe the core and valence electrons, it includes. Larger basis sets 
usually include larger amount of basis functions describing excited-state or-
bitals for outer shell electrons. In addition, by manipulating the basis func-
tions, electron cloud polarization and diffusion effects can be accounted for.103  

Currently, accurate DFT calculations can be used to quantify the electronic 
energies of systems, consisting of up to few hundred atoms. This limitation is 
lavish enough to allow setting up simulations of macromolecular active sites 
with its immediate surrounding in a so-called cluster model calculation104–106. 
This kind of calculations are particularly useful for mechanistic evaluations, 
as the electronic energy of the area in immediate vicinity of the interacting 
species can be calculated with high enough accuracy (within error margins of 
a few kcal/mol) to enable determination of the most plausible reaction 
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mechanism as well as the corresponding rate-limiting step. A cluster needs to 
be appropriately constrained by fixing the coordinates of the outer boundary 
atoms, so as to ensure the geometry of the system remains representative to 
the source structure, which is, in case of proteins, usually obtained from crys-
tallographic model.  

With the cluster DFT approach, one is usually required to first find the ge-
ometry resembling the transition state of the reaction. Such an initial structure 
serves as a guess and can be done on a very small scale. The guess structure 
is then subjected to geometry optimization, carried out by first calculating the 
energy of a few geometrically close conformations of atomic nuclei and then 
following through along the potential energy gradient. Similarly, the optimi-
zation is carried out for ground states, starting from a near transition state 
structure. This part is the most computationally expensive one and is carried 
out using smaller basis sets.  

Once a transition state is optimized, it needs to be confirmed by calculating 
the Hessian matrix, a square matrix of second-order energy derivatives. This 
calculation evaluates the stationary extreme found by the optimization and 
should result in a characteristic single imaginary frequency if a proper transi-
tion state has been found. Furthermore, the calculation allows for accessing 
the zero-point energy of the system. This is the lowest attainable energy of a 
quantum system and can, together with the calculated electronic energies, pro-
vide a decent estimate to stationary state free energies. Finally, the accuracy 
of the results is improved by recalculating the electronic energies of stationary 
states with larger basis set and applying the solvation corrections, using ap-
propriate dielectric constants (  4 for macromolecular,  80 for water 
environment).  
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Research Topics Overview 

Cold Adaptation of Pancreatic Elastases 
Elastases are a group of proteolytic enzymes sharing a common property, ca-
talysis of elastin breakdown. With a few metalloproteolytic exceptions, the 
majority of elastases belong to the trypsin fold and thus originate from the 
same ancestral gene as the two other groups of serine proteases, trypsins and 
chymotrypsins.107 The enzymes belonging to the trypsin fold are composed of 
two β-barrel domains and usually require cleaving of an N-terminal propep-
tide to adopt the catalytically effective form, a feature preventing potentially 
harmful general proteolytic action. Through evolution, these enzymes di-
verged towards different substrate and (in eukaryotes) tissue specificities.108 
The elastases studied in Papers I and II are expressed in the pancreas and are 
active in digestive breakdown of proteins.  

 
Figure 6. Schematic representation of the rate-determining acylation step in peptide 
bond breakdown by serine proteases. 

Mechanistically, elastases are serine proteases,109 employing a conserved cat-
alytic triad involving histidine, aspartate and serine residues. Interestingly, 
such a triad has been reported to have convergently evolved throughout sev-
eral unrelated folds, for example in subtilisin, which is a predominant serine 
protease in prokaryotes.107 Generally, the peptide bond breakdown in serine 
proteases is initiated with a deprotonation of hydroxyl oxygen in serine side 
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chain by the general base imidazole functional group of histidine. The latter is 
in turn stabilized by the third member of the triad, the aspartic acid.39,110 In the 
rate-limiting acylation step of the reaction, the deprotonated hydroxyl group 
acts as a nucleophile attacking the carbonyl carbon of a peptide bond, forming 
a relatively unstable tetrahedral intermediate. The breakdown of this interme-
diate results in the amino part of the peptide bond being effectively cleaved 
and leaving the active site. The reaction then passes into the deacylation step, 
where a water molecule acts as a nucleophile in formation of the second tetra-
hedral intermediate.  Finally, the second intermediate breaks down to the car-
boxyl end of the newly cleaved peptide and recovered serine side chain in 
protease.39,110 In trypsin fold serine proteases, the catalytic triad is located at 
positions 57 (histidine), 102 (aspartate) and 195 (serine). Aside from the cat-
alytic triad, kinetic rate of these enzymes is importantly enhanced by the oxy-
anion hole, comprised of backbone amides at positions 193 and 195, which 
provides an environment in favour of the transition state. The effect of this 
feature was shown to be sufficient for some catalytic activity of the enzyme 
even in complete absence of the triad.111  

 
Figure 7. A stabilizing hydrophobic interaction introduced into an SPE mutant (vio-
let blue), superimposed to the wild-type conformation (turquoise). This mutation 
conferred more mesophilic character of the enzyme, with a 6.7 kcal/mol increase in 
activation enthalpy and 10 % decrease of backbone RMSF. Averaged structures ob-
tained from 10 ns MD simulation are presented. 

In Paper I, cold adaptation of pancreatic elastases was studied by selecting a 
pair of two orthologs adapted to different temperature optima. The pair con-
sisted of mesophilic porcine pancreatic elastase (PPE) and psychrophilic 
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salmon pancreatic elastase (SPE), which are 67 % identical upon aligned pri-
mary sequence comparison. Both orthologs (see Figure 2) were modelled with 
the EVB approach93, where the acylation step was simulated. Similarly to a 
preceding computational study on trypsins,48 this examination has found a typ-
ical pattern of activation parameters shift49,50 in cold adapted ortholog, lower-
ing the enthalpic penalty at the expense of a more negative entropy of activa-
tion. The magnitude of redistribution was found to be substrate dependent, 
amounting from 3 to 13 kcal/mol difference in  between SPE and PPE. 
Arguably, this is quantitatively one of the highest differences found among 
orthologous pairs of enzymes evaluated so far. As an illustration, at 4 °C, 
SPE’s catalytic rate is still at 60 % of that measured at the room temperature 
for the majority of tripeptide aliphatic substrates. Conversely, in PPE, the rate 
drops by 85 % over the same temperature interval. 

To elucidate the origin of cold adaptation, multiple sequence alignment of 
known psychrophilic and mesophilic orthologs was carried out. As expected, 
the groups of psychrophiles and mesophiles were highly similar in the regions 
near the active site, as well as in in the protein core. In contrast, some distinct 
differences were found in structural loops between β-sheets. Upon compari-
son, the majority of features that are conserved in the mesophilic group of 
orthologs, but that are absent in the psychrophilic one, involve structure-sta-
bilizing interactions. What is more, the destabilized loops in SPE were found 
to be generally more flexible in terms of backbone RMSF, compared to their 
counterparts in PPE.  

Further investigation of cold-active features in SPE was carried out in Pa-
per II, where previously modelled wild type SPE and PPE were cross-mutated 
by inserting mesophilic features in the psychrophilic enzyme and vice versa. 
The temperature dependence of activation barriers was recalculated for the 
selected mutants. Quite notably, most of the stabilizing features decreased the 
psychrophilicity of the SPE mutants compared to the wild type (see example 
at Figure 7), but to a different extent. Mutant backbone RMSF measurements 
were in accord with the expectation that the presence of stabilizing features 
should be reflected in lower regional flexibility, however, the degree of 
change did not strongly correlate with the magnitude of activation parameters 
redistribution. Apparently, the strategy of SPE to secure sufficient catalytic 
activity at low temperatures is a very straightforward one, relying on several 
crucial mobility-enhancing features in its surface loops, which provide a de-
cisive reduction in activation enthalpies. Among these, loops Nβ5-Nβ6 and 
Cβ3-Cβ4 impact the activation parameter redistribution the most, with in-
creasing the glycine content in the former and abolishment of a prominent 
electrostatic interaction in the latter. Remarkably, loop Cβ3-Cβ4 SPE mutant 
with inserted aspartate-arginine pair at sites 186/188 was calculated to have 
an entirely mesophilic character, while significant shift towards psychro-
philicity was found also in the PPE mutant lacking the same feature. Moreo-
ver, a destabilization of Nβ5-Nβ6 loop was found to enhance the cold-adaptive 
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properties of a mesophilic bovine trypsin. There, a mutation of asparagine to 
tyrosine resulted in a disruption of the hydrogen-bond network.48 This again 
confirms how versatile structural characteristics can confer the same effect, 
psychrophilicity through increased loop flexibility.  

In addition to cold adaptive mutant analysis, we have pointed out a struc-
tural feature in PPE responsible for the enzyme’s decreased activity compared 
to SPE even at higher temperatures. As an arginine at position 61 is substituted 
with a serine, the activity of PPE is predicted to increase more than threefold. 
Since arginine is not conserved among mesophiles at the given position, this 
may indicate a lack of or even negative selective pressure on catalytic activity 
in porcine populations. 
 

 
Figure 8. Three substrates with a variable hydrophobic P1 amino acid side chain 
(presented with van der Waals radii) in the S1 binding pocket of SPE. The main resi-
dues constituting the pocket are conserved between SPE and PPE. 

Besides the impact of structural features on catalysis, substrate specificity of 
both pancreatic elastases was addressed (Figure 8). The choice of substrates 
was based on those experimentally evaluated by Ref. 112, but we constructed 
our computational model to include tripeptide substrates, with an alanine 
amino acid residue as a leaving group instead of p-nitroaniline. The composi-
tion of the substrates used in our calculations was Pro-X-Ala, stretching over 
binding sites P2, P1 and P1’. Here, the scissile peptide bond is the one between 
P1 and P1’ and the residue X is one of the hydrophobic amino acids, alanine, 
valine, isoleucine, leucine and phenylalanine. Our results matched experi-
mental measurements to a reasonably high degree with substrates containing 
Val, Ile and Leu at P1 position (within 2 kcal/mol discrepancy), while we also 
confirmed that the enzymes prefer aliphatic side chains over aromatic phenyl-
alanine. Quantification of Pro-Ala-Ala specificity was less accurate, which 
may be related to the length difference between modelled substrates and the 
ones used in the experimental assay. Some discrepancies between calculated 
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and experimental results could also have occured due to a different leaving 
group.  

Considering the entire trypsin fold protease group, the ones active in the 
digestive system exert more general endopeptidase activity, mainly selecting 
only for the P1 positioned residue. Nonetheless, some enzymes from the same 
family have evolved to highly specialized substrate recognition, for example 
coagulation factors kallikrein and thrombin.108 

Cold Adaptation and Catalytic Properties of α-amylases 
Starch degrading α-amylase is one of the most ubiquitous enzymes in all do-
mains of life. According to CAZy, carbohydrate-active enzymes database, 
these enzymes belong to the glycoside hydrolase 13 family.113 Members of 
this family structurally consist of (at least) three domains, a mixed α/β-barrel 
catalytic domain and two others, and share four completely conserved cata-
lytic residues.114 In Paper III, a relatively well studied psychrophile-mesophile 
ortholog pair was compared, α-amylase from Antarctic bacterium Pseudoalt-
eromonas haloplanktis (for historical reasons abbreviated AHA) and porcine 
pancreatic α-amylase (PPA). Interestingly, the pair shares 47 % of primary 
sequence, which indicates at least one lateral gene transfer between domains 
of life. Presumably, the origin of the ancestral gene is in early animals, as 
AHA does not have significant similarity with other bacterial α-amylases.115 
Among conserved similarities, AHA and PPA share the ability to catalyze 
transglycosylation, where a glycosidic bond is formed instead of cleaved, and 
are dependent on the presence of a chlorine ion in vicinity of the active site.114 

From the onset of the field, α-amylases have been one of the hallmarks in 
enzyme kinetics studies of cold adaptation. One of the earlier studies com-
pared AHA, PPA and α-amylase from thermophilic Bacillus amyloliquefa-
ciens catalytic activity over an extensive temperature range and connected 
psychrophilic traits with lower thermal stability. A link between these two 
properties was proposed to be higher structural flexibility, which enables psy-
chrophilic enzymes to decrease activation enthalpy on behalf of a more nega-
tive activation entropy.116 Initially, it was believed that AHA’s properties are 
generally found in all psychrophilic enzymes, however, its discrepancy be-
tween temperature of denaturation and temperature optimum for catalytic ac-
tivity is a unique trait, not directly related to cold adaptation. Some notable 
follow-up experiments involved AHA and PPA orthologous pair (see Figure 
10, A and B). One of these tracked the origin of AHA’s structural lability to 
regions close to the active site, with a conjecture that this causes the enzyme 
to have generally higher  values than PPA.117,118 In addition, it was found 
that introduction of several structural features typical for PPA into AHA de-
creases the psychrophilic properties of the latter.56,119 Several comparative 
computational studies have been done on the same matter, concentrating 
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mostly on protein dynamics measurements.120–122 These concluded the loop 
flexibility of the AHA is mainly increased closer to the active site, whereas 
enzymes are comparably flexible elsewhere. 
 

 
Figure 9. Schematic representation of the rate-limiting glycosylation step in α1-4 
bond hydrolysis by α-amylases. 

The glycosidic α1-4 bond hydrolysis in α-amylases is a two-step reaction, fol-
lowing double displacement mechanism with retention of configuration at the 
anomeric carbon, central to the reaction.123 In the first glycosylation step, the 
side chain of a conserved aspartate acts as a nucleophile, attacking the ano-
meric carbon of the glucose residue (at -1 site), while simultaneously, the side 
chain of a conserved general acid glutamate protonates the other, leaving 
group glucose (at +1 site), facilitating the breakdown of the bond between two 
sugar rings. Glycosylation step is the rate-limiting step of the reaction, result-
ing in one part of the initial glycoside leaving the reaction site, while the re-
mainder is being covalently bound to the enzyme, with inverted configuration 
at the anomeric carbon. The consecutive deglycosylation step is mediated by 
a water molecule, deprotonated by the conserved glutamate side chain, here 
acting as a general base. The water molecule carries out a nucleophilic attack 
on the anomeric carbon, returning it to the original stereochemical configura-
tion, as the remaining part of the initial glycoside detaches from the enzyme, 
thereby recovering the active site.  

Our calculations found a major factor in the rate enhancement of α-amyl-
ases is the active site preorganization36,38 (see also Figure 2A). In this effect a 
conserved arginine, positioned closely to nucleophilic aspartate plays a crucial 
role. The main function of the arginine is the stabilization of both reactive 
carboxylic side chains in an appropriate conformation. The effect can be most 
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explicitly illustrated by comparison to the reference system. If only the two 
amino acid residues, participating in the mechanism, would be backbone im-
mobilized at the same distance as in the enzyme and immersed in water, the 
rate of catalysis would still be almost one million times slower in that system. 
Therefore, the reorganization free energy penalty for transition from reactant 
to intermediate and finally product state is much lower in α-amylases than it 
would be in the absence of the enzyme. Complete conservation of the arginine 
over the entire glycoside hydrolase 13 family further confirms the relevance 
of the finding.114  

 
Figure 10 (next page). Structural comparison of three α-amylases, A) mesophilic 
porcine α-amylase (PPA), B) psychrophilic α-amylase from Antarctic bacterium 
Pseudoaltermonas haloplanktis (AHA) and C) slightly thermophilic Bacillus subtilis 
α-amylase. On the left-hand side, a ribbon representation of the enzyme is shown 
with the pentaglycosidic substrate bound to the active site. A structurally important 
calcium ion is represented by a grey sphere and a catalytically important chlorine ion 
by a green sphere (only in AHA and PPA). On the right-hand side the backbone 
RMSF of each enzyme is depicted by the thickness of the representation. In addition, 
the substrate stabilizing aspartate is explicitly presented (near red star) to emphasize 
comparably high structural mobility of AHA in the corresponding region. Models of 
the enzymes are based on PDB entries 1HX0124 (PPA), 1G94125 (AHA) and 
1BAG126 (Bacillus subtilis α-amylase). 
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Relatively good agreement in the temperature dependence of the calculated 
activation free energies, when compared to the experimental data56, and repro-
duction of the temperature optimum in AHA catalysis allowed us to further 
investigate the underlying phenomena. Analysis of reactant state AHA active 
site conformations at different temperatures revealed gradual loosening of the 
interaction between side chain of the aspartate, involved in substrate binding, 
and two hydroxyl groups, involving oxygens O2 and O3, in -1 positioned glu-
cose ring (see Figure 11). Loss of this interaction becomes much more 
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prominent above 298 K, where the catalytic rate constant (  starts to drop 
with increasing temperature, resulting in a catalytic optimum well below the 
temperature of thermal denaturation. Additionally, the equivalent interaction 
in PPA shows no temperature dependence, remaining stable throughout the 
temperature range 278 - 313 K. To address the nonlinear behaviour of the cat-
alytic activity in AHA, a simple kinetic model is proposed, with two distinct 
reactant state conformations in strongly temperature dependent thermody-
namic equilibrium. Only one of these conformations allows for the transition 
state to be attained, while the other is kinetically inactive. Alternatively, the 
loss of catalytic performance in AHA could be fitted by a recently proposed 
model127, assuming activation heat capacity, , being non-negligible in 
some enzymatically catalyzed reactions128. Nonetheless, such a model seems 
less persuasive here, as it does not incorporate the differences actually ob-
served in reactant state conformations.  
 

 
Figure 11. A structural depiction of two distinct reactant state conformations in 
AHA. In A), the substrate binding interaction is present, while in B), it is not. 

As cold adaptation in AHA does not appear to be a very general case, more 
complex explanation is needed. Indeed, the redistribution of AHA’s activation 
parameters aligns with the paradigm of cold adapted enzymes,51 but does not 
fully explain the temperature dependence of AHA catalytic rates. Comparison 
of backbone RMSF (Figure 10) is less helpful in this pair of orthologs, as large 
sequential insertions in PPA obscure the picture and the only prominent flex-
ibility peak in AHA actually corresponds to surface loop positioned between 
residues 269-277 (L7 loop), directly adjacent to substrate-stabilizing aspartate 
264. High mobility in this loop is therefore more likely to explain the low 
temperature activity optimum than actual redistribution of activation parame-
ters. Moreover, experimental information on the AHA mutant with inserted 
stabilizing features from PPA at five different sites, testifies a complete loss 
of psychrophilic properties and increased substrate affinity.56 Even though 
these stabilizing features can in turn also be directly related to increased ther-
mal stability, it is unclear whether the opposite strategy would work on PPA. 

δ

δ
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The case of AHA mutants is thus possibly just an example of a much simpli-
fied stability gain, activity loss trade-off, with somewhat limited applicability. 
Finally, the cold adaptation strategy in AHA may perhaps consist of two less 
related components. One part of this strategy would include a sacrifice of sur-
face stability and substrate affinity in exchange for a more favourable activa-
tion parameter distribution. Complementarily, the enzyme may attain general 
catalytic rate enhancement by reducing the stability of the active site. This 
enhancement could originate from an even more pronounced preorganization 
effect at the temperatures, typical for a cold environment.  

Reaction Mechanism of Peptidyl Transferase Activity 
on the Ribosome 
The project on ribosome catalysis is outside of the main scope of this thesis. 
It is nevertheless included here as it gave me an invaluable introduction to the 
modelling of enzyme active sites by DFT methods. Hence, in paper IV, I car-
ried out calculations on the putative general base mechanism of peptide bond 
formation on the ribosome. This provided a very instructive case for chemical 
reaction mechanism calculations with the DFT cluster model. The experience 
gained by these calculations was also later used to set up a reference system 
for the glycosylation step in α-amylases (Paper III). 
 
The ribosome is a macromolecular complex composed of ribonucleic acid and 
polypeptide parts, and carries out protein synthesis. Based on its complete 
conservation among all domains of life, the RNA part of a large ribosomal 
subunit is estimated to be the oldest present genetic record. According to the 
accretion model of ribosomal evolution, the two subunits appeared as two sep-
arate RNA sequences. Initially, the ancestor to the large subunit performed 
nonspecific amino acid condensation catalytic activity in the part that would 
become a peptidyl transferase center (PTC) in present ribosomes. On the oc-
casion when two subunits united, the ribosome was still a pure ribozyme, with 
permanent peptide components only being added after the mRNA and tRNA 
coevolved to a degree, establishing the genetic code. Arrival of ribosomal pep-
tides mark the point in evolution where the first conserved proteins appeared 
in the RNA world.23,129 

The ribosome catalyzes the peptidyl transferase reaction with an active site 
located in the PTC. The prerequisite for the reaction to take place is the recog-
nition of tRNA (amino acyl-tRNA) with appropriate anticodon matching 
translated mRNA and its subsequent placement in proximity of the nascent 
peptide chain, bound to tRNA matching previous codon (peptidyl-tRNA). The 
reaction occurs by a nucleophilic attack of the amino acyl-tRNA amino group 
on the ester carbon of peptidyl tRNA, resulting in elongation of the nascent 
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peptide and leaving of the RNA part of peptidyl tRNA. In addition to peptidyl 
transfer, ribosome also catalyzes peptidyl tRNA hydrolysis, which occurs at 
the end of translation in presence of an appropriate release factor encoding 
matching mRNA stop codon.130 

 
Figure 12. The proposed general base mechanism of peptide bond formation in ribo-
somal PTC as it was treated in the QM cluster model. The schematic depiction fo-
cuses on chemical moieties involved in formation and decomposition of the nega-
tively charged intermediate. BH+ moiety denotes an unknown general base deproto-
nating the nucleophilic amine prior to reaction and protonating the hydroxyl ion of 
the peptidyl-tRNA leaving group in the product state.  

In an attempt to clarify the predominant reaction mechanism of peptidyl trans-
ferase reaction on the bacterial ribosome, a cluster model including the first 
coordination shell of the PTC was constructed. There, the energetics of several 
proposed mechanisms were quantified at the DFT level of theory quantum 
mechanical calculations. Two mechanisms were proven to be energetically 
feasible, a ten-membered ring proton shuttle, proceeding through a zwitteri-
onic intermediate, and a general base mechanism, where the intermediate is 
negatively charged and the nucleophilic amine is required to be deprotonated 
by an unidentified base prior to reaction. In both cases, the decomposition of 
the intermediate was calculated to be the rate-limiting step of the reaction, 
with an activation free energy of 22 kcal/mol in the former and 19 kcal/mol in 
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the latter mechanism. This is comparable to the experimentally determined 
activation barrier of this reaction at 17 kcal/mol131,132. However, since the gen-
eral base mechanism does not agree with the experimentally determined pH 
profile133,134 and kinetic solvent isotope effect135 of the reaction, only the ten-
membered ring proton shuttle mechanism provides an adequate account. The 
non-viability of the general base catalyzed mechanism could possibly be ex-
plained by the deprotonation of the nucleophile being structurally blocked. 
Interestingly, such a mechanism was found to explain peptide bond hydroly-
sis, occurring in the PTC at the end of protein translation, hinting that the ac-
tive site water network may differ essentially between the two reactions cata-
lyzed by ribosome.136 
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Sammanfattning  

Det som lever utvecklas. Makromolekylär katalys är en process av central be-
tydelse för både evolutionära och metaboliska aspekter hos livet. Katalys kan 
således ge en systematisk fördel som gynnar vissa kemiska processer. I le-
vande organismer är detta avgörande för upprätthållandet av kemisk kompo-
sition långt från jämvikt med omgivningen och för överföring av ärftlig in-
formation.  
 
Biokemisk katalys bygger på att underlätta bildandet av det minst sannolika 
tillståndet längs reaktionsvägen (det hastighetsbegränsande övergångstillstån-
det) och uppnås framför allt genom att åstadkomma en lämplig omgivning för 
den kemiska reaktionen. I genomsnitt är den kemiska reaktionen i ett enzym 
1010 gånger snabbare än en liknande reaktion som sker i vattenlösning. Denna 
effekt kan tillskrivas stabiliseringen av övergångstillståndet i det aktiva sätet 
hos enzymet. Effekten uppstår på grund av att det aktiva sätets struktur ger en 
omgivning där, framför allt, elektrostatiska interaktioner är mycket gynnsam-
mare för bildandet av övergångstillståndet än vad de skulle vara i vatten. I 
evolutionär mening beror organismernas överlevnad till stor del på upprätt-
hållandet av de metaboliska kretsarna, där många olika kemiska reaktioner 
behöver katalyseras. Mångsidigheten hos proteinstrukturers konformationer 
förklarar varför enzymer utför en dominerande del av cellulär katalytisk akti-
vitet. 
  
Livet på jorden anses ha uppstått under heta förhållanden. Men det måste 
också tåla extremt kalla förhållanden under vissa geologiska perioder, till ex-
empel under tiderna som brukar kallas för ”Snöbollsjorden”, när medeltempe-
ratur på jordens yta sjönk till -50 ºC. Till och med i dag är en betydande del 
av miljöerna på planeten relativt kalla. Kalla ekosystem utgör en stark evolut-
ionär utmaning för olika organismer. För att överleva var dessa organismer 
tvungna att anpassa sig till förändringar i de fysikaliskt-kemiska egenskaperna 
hos vatten och fosfolipider i cellmembranen, undvika bildandet av iskristaller 
och förhindra den avtagande enzymatiska reaktions-hastigheten vid sjunkande 
temperatur. Å andra sidan medför låga temperaturer vanligtvis ett mindre se-
lektionstryck på proteiners termiska stabilitet. Detta leder till en gradvis för-
lust av stabiliserande interaktioner i proteinstrukturerna, vilket är mest uppen-
bart i de mindre ordnade regionerna vid proteinytan. 
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Enzymer som fungerar i kyla kallas psykrofila (köldälskande), medan de som 
normalt arbetar vid rumstemperatur eller hög värme kallas för mesofila re-
spektive termofila (värmeälskande). Jämfört med sina mesofila och termofila 
ortologer, uppvisar psykrofila enzymer vanligtvis ett aktivitetsoptimum vid 
lägre temperatur och även en lägre smälttemperatur (termostabilitet). Dessu-
tom är de kemiska aktiveringsparametrarna för reaktionen mer gynnsamt för-
delade. Det vill säga, en minskad aktiveringsentalpi och en mer negativ akti-
veringsentropi resulterar i en lägre fri energi-barriär vid låga temperaturer. Här 
är det viktigaste att den minskade aktiverings-entalpin motverkar den expo-
nentiellt minskande katalytiska hastigheten vid låga temperaturer. En sådan 
omfördelning av termodynamiska parametrar tillskrivs vanligtvis mer gynn-
samma dynamiska egenskaper, med högre flexibilitet i de mindre ordnade pro-
teinregionerna.  
 
I denna avhandling undersöktes två olika strategier för hur enzymer har köld-
anpassats. I Artikel I undersökte vi enzymkatalyserad nedbrytning av tripep-
tidsubstrat och hur den hydrofoba sidokedjan i position P1 påverkar reaktions-
hastigheten. Denna reaktion katalyseras av pankreatiskt elastas. Dessutom 
jämförde vi två ortologer, det köldanpassade elastaset från arktisk lax och dess 
mesofila ortolog från vamlig gris. I detta par av enzymer observerades en be-
tydande förskjutning mellan aktiveringsentropi och -entalpi på omkring 10 
kcal/mol. Speciellt anmärkningsvärt är att strukturen hos det pyskrofila elas-
taset också visade sig vara mycket mer flexibel på proteinytan. Våra beräk-
ningar i Artikel II visade sedan att mutanter av det psykrofila elastaset, tagna 
från den mesofila sekvensen, ger en betydligt mindre köldanpassad karaktär 
hos laxenzymet. Det är dessutom uppenbart att sådana mutationer samspelar 
och inte är strikt kumulativa. 
 
Vidare visade vårt senare arbete i Artikel III med  ett par ortologa stärkelse-
nedbrytande α-amylaser att det psykrofila enzymet från en antarktisk bakterie 
bara delvis använder sig av omfördelning av aktiveringsparametrar för att 
uppnå gynnsamma hastigheter vid låg temperatur. Speciellt intressant är att 
det visade det sig att enzymets aktivitet började avta vid betydligt lägre tem-
peraturer än enzymets smälttemperatur. Dessutom var den beräknade optimala 
temperaturen för köldanpassat α-amylas i god överensstämmelse med det ex-
perimentellt bestämda optimat. Detta gjorde det möjligt att förklara fenomenet 
i termer av en gradvis avtagande speciell interaktion vid ökande temperatur, 
som annars stabiliserar substratets binding. Vi kunde verifiera en enkel kine-
tisk modell med två reaktanttillstånd i jämvikt, där endast det stabiliserade 
reaktanttillståndet är katalytiskt aktivt. 
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